
Introducing

RoQC LogQA
increasing the quality of your well log data –

a mandatory requirement if the well logs will be used in automate, 

“digital oilfield” processes.



1 Ingestion from Multiple Data Sources

3 Dashboard and Charting

2 Deterministic & ML Data Quality Result Filtering

4 Correction and Quality Improvement



Ingestion from Multiple Data Sources

Native SaaS in DELFI OSDU or on Premises



………ingest well logs stored in OSDU - DELFI – On Prem.

……..ML Processing Results are split in 4 sections

……… 2. Complete Well Log Curve overview

……… 3. Well log curves with serious, easily identified, data quality issues

……… 4. ML results are well log curves that do not match the quality criteria for the type of log curve that they claim to be 

……… 1. Las files with fatal errors that mean that they can not be reliably read

……… Visual inspection & Analisys

……… Clean-up Editor, flexible and powerful tool for bulk corrections of the erroneous log data.

……… Manage classifications and units
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Example of usage

A Petrophysicist in a major O&G company was working on a large data set of Well logs, 
stored in LAS format files on disk. The Petrophysicist wanted to populate their current 
interpretation project with more log data to complete the existing wells and to populate 
with additional wells and associated log data. The challenge was thousands of LAS files 
that had to be loaded and verified. They initiated a project to automatically batch load 
multiple LAS format files to a staging project prior to be distributed to the interpretation 
project. Based on past experience they new that they would encounter LAS file 
duplications, errors and various issues with the curve data stored. In order to improve 
quality of work, save time for the Petrophysicist, and minimize man hours for Data 
Management it was decided to use RoQC LogQA tool in a data quality verification stage 
before the batch loading was initiated.
RoQC LogQA was used to ingest all the thousands of LAS Well Log files and to 
automatically perform an advanced ML analysis to classify LAS file errors, to store and 
display log curve data quality results, and to improve data quality.

The Petrophysicist used the tool to:
- screen large numbers of files quickly and efficiently, sorting out files that need to be 

corrected before batch loading
- provide a quick way to check the actual values of logs, either with statistical analysis 

(dashboard) or graphical (chart) representation. This way, log channels with wrong 
values can easily be found, as can curves with only one value, mislabeled curves, 
curves with no samples, etc.

- correct identified issue(s)

RoQC LogQA for On Prem

• Using advanced Machine 
Learning (ML) to assess Log 
Data Quality

• Millions of Well Log Curves 
analyzed in minutes

• Powerful analytics tools to 
visualize issues and to fix data 
errors



Data Acquisition from OAK Forest OSDU™ data platform, DELFI 
cognitive E&P environment, ProSource or LAS files

*DELFI cognitive E&P environment are the mark of Schlumberger

*OSDU is the mark of The Open Group



Advanced ML processing
RoQC LogQA ML engine based on 30+ years of domain knowledge



LAS format file errors
Broken file headers that cannot be reliably read
E.g. missing header sections or a different number of header columns to data 
columns  



Overview of all well log curves
Well log curves available in the processed data set. 
Full visibility of 30 associated curve attributes.



Well log curves with errors
Viewing of curve sample values 



Well log curves with errors
Well log curves which do not match the ML criteria for the curve 
unit. 
E.g. a well log curve with no name or unit



Well log curves with other errors
Well log curves which do not match the ML criteria for the curve 
unit. 
E.g. a well log curve with “Missing Unit Conversion”



Duplicate well log curves
Well log curves that are binary identical



Substandard well log curves
Well log curves which do not match the ML criteria for the curve 
type. 
E.g. a Gamma Ray curve that has a geometric mean of 0.3, or only has 30 distinct values in the curve



Mislabelled well log curves?
Well Log curves where the ML identifies the data as being something 
other than the classification based on the curve name.
E.g. a BS (Bit Size) curve which has too much sample value variance so the ML identifies it as a HOLE 
SIZE curve



Well log curves with negative values
Well log curves which do not match the ML criteria for the curve 
type. 

E.g. a Gamma Ray curve that has some negative sample values in the curve



Dashboard for visual inspection & analysis
Can be configured to show whatever charts needed
E.g. Confusion Plot with heat signature, Min Max, normalized Min Max, etc..



Create your own charts for deeper analysis



Charts organizer for custom charts



Quick detailed chart view



Log Clean up editor
A generic tool designed to fix many of the 
data issues that can occur with log data



Manage log curves classifications & unit mappings










